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Student Surveys
Male Attitudes
by Robin L. Fins
On the afternoon of Wednesday, December 8, Carolie
Wildrick '83 presented a lecture
entitled "A Profile of Male Attitudes at Trinity." Professor
Ronald K. Goodenow of the
Educational Studies program.introduced Wildrick and explained
the nature of her presentation. He
stated that it was an independent
study project deriving from
course work in American Higher
Education in which students were
encouraged to work with live
source material. Earlier, Wildrick
had completed a parallel study on
women at Trinity. .
Willdrick first addressed the audience regarding her method of
study and cited the use of random
selection techniques in obtaining
potential participants. A SAGA
meal ticket checker, Wildrick asked every seventh male entering the
dining hall to take part in the
study. To assure that participation was not limited to people on
the meal plan, Wildrick also asked
every seventh male entering the
Cave to participate; she also collected a few more men raridomly
at the Post Office. Overall, seventy. Ber-wnt qfthose asked to participate took' part in -the Study.
Wiidrick completed fifteen
taped interviews in which the participants were asked a series .of
ninety-three questions. Topics
ranged from quality of education
at Trinity, feminism, male-female
relationships and dating to
"casual sex" and women in
fraternities.
One senior felt that the quality
of education was poor. He felt the
liberal arts curriculum was not
preparing him for a career and
was looking for more technical
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training. Wildrick said that many
of the fiften males were concerned
with careers after graduating with
a degree from Trinity. Questions
on whether or not Trinity provided adequate resources for men
and women brought mixed
responses. All fifteen men emphatically thought that Trinity
had diverse resources for men.
Thirteen men believed that the
same was true for campus women.
One participant thought that the
best resource women had was the
"Hartford shopping district."
Regarding working wives, eight
of the fifteen did not want their
wives to work. There were
statements such as: "I'd like my
wife to stay home, play tennis
with the girls and watch soap
operas," and "It's not ideal for a
woman to work because it's less
secure. If a woman is in the working world, she'll have more selfconfidence. It's easier to have a
wife to take care of the house and
let me make family decisions."
Questions dealing with malefemale relationships brought
varied responses. The "one-night
stand" appeared to be a favored
outlet among the fifteen participants as" opposed to longstanding^ relationships iiivolving
emotional commitment. The men
considered women less interestred
in one-night stands than they
themselves were. One 1982
graduate stated his attitude
toward sex as follows: "If you can
get it, get it. Especially late on
Saturday night after some beers,"
He claimed that there were few
men who would not do this and
went on to relate the ego-trip
afterwards during which one
could say "Look who I got last
night."
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Carolie Wildrick discusses some of the attitudes of men at Trinity.
pliolo by Wtumcy Ruycrs

In general Wildrick found men
concerned about academic competition and career decisions. She
found a pervasive fear of
1
downward mobility, of no't getting into the best graduate school
and of not keeping up with one's
father in terms of economic standing. Wiidrick added that these
a t t i t u d e s i n t e n s i f i e d with
academic class. :
Comments after the lecture
questioned the small number of
participants involved in the survey
and the validity of Wildrick's conclusions. One professor stated
that "it was an admittedly small
group, but that this represented a
middle ground and cohesion

among random people." Wildrick
was asked if she had any
preconceived bias. She was emphatic in denying any bias, adding
that her project on women at
Trinity was a springboard to a seeing a male parallel. One male student attending the lecture "was
embarassed by the picture
painted." He felt that the research
did not see people as individuals.
Another student, Peter Stinson
'84, stated: "She's biased and her
presentation was slanted. The use
of qualifying, cute statements
after each tape excerpt was uncalled for, unnecessary and unscientific. The presentation was
directed toward the women in the
audience and not to the men."

Hammond Speaks on Wethersfield Meteorites
eleven years is, in Hammond's
by Amy Johnson
words, "very unlikely to say the
Is some Extraterrestrial Being
least." The two Wethersfield
trying to contact the citizens of
meteorites struck very close to one
Wethersfield? If not, what is the
another, within a 1.66 mile radiusspecial attraction of meteorites to
-another uncanny coincidence.
that city? In his lecture last MonAccording to Hammond, even if a
day, Professor Charles Hammond
meteorite fell on the earth every
explored the nature of the recent
day, the chances of one hitting the
m e t e o r i t e l a n d i n g s in
same place would be once in every
Wethersfield.
40,000 years.
Hammond began by examining
Hammond added that it was
the history of meteorite finds. Onalso unusual that the Wethersfield
ly four known meteorites, he said,
meteorites landed in houses since
have struck Connecticut..The first
only twenty meteorites in history
fell on Weston, Ct. in 1807. After
have hit buildings, people, or
learning of this phenomena,
cars. Most land in the woods or in
President Thomas Jefferson exopen plains.
claimed in disbelief: "It is easier
About 1600 meteorites fall a
to believe that Yankee professors
year, Hammond stated, but only
would lie than that stones would
about 689 of these are found.
fall from Heaven!" The Weston
Most meteorites disappear before
meteorite is now on display at
they even reach the earth. Those
Yale University; its landing markthat are most successful in cutting
ed the beginning of the science of
. through the earth's atmosphere
Meteoritics in this country.
usually land with such an impact
The 1 second C o n n e c t i c u t
that they form craters in' the
meteorite landed in the home of
earth's surface. A meteorite the
Wethersfield residents on April 8,
size of a Volkswagen,. Hammond
1971. The third fell in Stratford in
said, could make a crater about
1974, and the fourth landed once
sixty stories high and 30 miles
again in Wethersfied on Nov. 8,
wide.
:
1982.
>
H a m m o n d claimed t h a t
That two meteorites would land
meter rites are "father frightening
in the same city in the span of only

to observe." When they fall, they
emit a bright light called
"fireballs". This light, in Hammond's words,"is as bright as the
full moon and is visible even in the
daytime." A West Hartford resident who saw the Nov. 8
meteorite described it in an interview as, "a streak of orange."
Another exclaimed that the sky
was "all ablaze". One woman
who heard it fall said:"I couldn't
ever describe it! It sounded as if
horses or geese were running
across the sky!"
According to Hammond, at
least 2,000 people up and down
the East • Coast witnessed the
meteorite's descent. However,
Hammond said, most people were
at first hesitant to report their
observations for fear of being
ridiculed. One man in Framingham, Mass.,who did speak up,
wrote Hammond of his experience. He went to the
authorities and reported that he
had seen a vivid streak of light
flash across the sky; they inquired
whether he had seen "little green
men as well."!
Hammond thought that the two
Wethersfield meteorites probably
fell off an asteroid from the

Apollo Group, whose orbit
crosses the e a r t h ' s . Both
meteorites were very similar in
composition, he stated, though
area experts are still arguing over
the lab analysis. The only obvious
difference in the two is that that
second one was "shocked". Its
crystals had been crushed, probably, Hammond surmised, by
the collision of its parent body
with another asteroid. Both were
of the stony type, the most common type but also the hardest to
identify.
7
Both the 1971 and the 1982
meteorites were about the size of a
grapefruit. Both sliced through
the attic of residential buildings.
The first lodged in the ceiling; the
second bounced off the .floor and
the furniture before coming to a
stop. Both meteorites were ap• proximately 4.55 billion years old.
According to Hammond, the
meteories were traveling at a
speed of about 16-17 miles per second when they struck
Wethersfield, a fairly slow speed
for meteorites, which can get up
to about 44 miles per second. The
speed of meteorites, Hammond
stated, depends on the direction
continued on page 4

by David Sagers
The United States government
has been conducting them for
years. The Japanese used them
before launching World War II,
but ignored the results and lost the
war. In fact, every major country
has probably used them at one
time or another. To this impressive list is added the
Philosophy Department at Trinity
College.
What these groups have used
are war games, or a test to determine what would happen if a certain conflict took place. Dr. W.
Miller Brown, associate professor
of philosophy, and Dr. Richard
T. Lee, professor of philosophy,
conducted their own version of
the war game, introducing a major difference. They tested to see
what would happen in the event of
a major world crisis, as world
powers scrambled to ally and
attack.
It all began when the two professors attended a conference in
Washington, D.C., on academic
courses in nuclear war. There,
they gained some information on
nuclear war, and found a
bibliography of films on the same
subject. Upon returning to Trinity
College, they decided to teach a
double freshman seminar, on
"Life, Death, and Nuclear War,"
Now, the twenty seven students
in the combined seminars have
participated in their first war
game. The students were divided
into six teams, representing the
U.S., U.S.S.R., Western Europe,
China, Israel, and the Middle
East. Using the knowledge gained
in the course about the respective
powers' nuclear arsenals and the
world political situation, they
planned fto respond to the crisis in
a manner corresponding to these _
facts.
Each team prepared a prospectus in advance which outlined
their currently available assets,
both nuclear and conventional,
and the roles of the members of
the teams such as President of the
U.S., or Defense; Secretary or
Minister. The students received
their first intelligence report briefing Friday morning from Tom
Downs, a war. games hobbyist,
who is assisting the Trinity faculty
with the exercise.
•During the exercise, there was
no tremendous nuclear attack. In
fact, the students and professors
both learned that it is "difficult to
deploy a lot of power." There was
a border dispute between Russia
and Japan, an incident in Hong
Kong, and another dispute in the
Middle East. In Berlin, peace protestors tried to cross the Wall,
which started a potentially
dangerous situation, but a U.N.
Security Council meeting averted
any use of force. It seems that it is
difficult to use force as a response
to an incident, and that countries
will use any other method to settle
a dispute, like negotiation or
appeasement.
•
The teams used the phone
system in the Philosophy building
to communicate, and certain areas
in the building were designated as
places where negotiations could
take place. The monitors checked
continued on page 3
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Announcements
Dance Concert
Tim Martin will be presenting
an informal dance concert in
Seabury 47 at 7:00 p.m. tonight.
The program, consisting of two
old works and two new ones, will
last about a half hour. Dancing
the pieces will be Nancy Adams,
Sheila Davidson, Kirsten Dobak,
and Dave Guild. There is no admission charge.

Library Hours
The Library will be open Sunday mornings during December
(December 5, 12, 19) from 10:00
a.m. through midnight.

Outing Club

Residence

Feel like getting off campus and
out of the city for a change?
Come join the Trinity Outing
Club with our variety of events
happening throughout the
semester. Meetings are every
Thursday night at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge. Our membership fee is
only $2.00 and equipment is
available for member use. Nonmembers can rent equipment
through the Outing Club. Come
have a great time with us!

Those who will be on leave for"
the Spring term 1983 and who
wish to participate in the
1983-1984 Residence Selection
Process, may now pick up their
Lottery Packets in the Office of
Residential Services.

Scholarships

For more information on the
Outing Club's next event contact
Box 8000 or call 246-9405.

The Huguenot Society of
America awards SI000 scholarships to American students of
Huguenot ancestry. Eligible
students must apply through the
Financial Aid Office.

Missing Items
It is a pleasure to be able to help
you out with a staple, paper clip,
piece of scotcr^tape, anci an occasions! envelope. We do it with a
smile. However, this friendly service has cost us 3 staplers and 2
tape dispensers. Will the forgetful
persons please return these items
to the Front Desk. Otherwise, we
shall have to dispense with this accomodation. Thanks for your
cooperation,

Selection

RC/A
Applications
Those who will be on leave for
the Spring Term '83 and who wish
to apply to be an RC/A for the
1983-84 academic year, may now
pick up their RC/A application
packets in the Office of Residential Services.

The Society for the Advancement
of Material and Process Engineering will award four $1000 scholarships to students majoring in
C h e m i s t r y , P h y s i c s , BioEngineering and related subjects.
Eligible undergraduates, including seniors, may apply.
Deadline: January 31.
the Institute for Humane Studies

will award six undergraduate and
3 graduate fellowships lo students
"who plan to pursue an intellectual career, either academic of
professional, and whose research
during the fellowship focuses on
some aspect of the humane
sciences or falls within the tradition of liberal thought." Current
sophomores, juniors and seniors
can apply. Deadline: February 1.

Classifieds
F

o r r e n t :
Convenient to campus. 2
bedroom apartment, quiet
street, parking, appliances,
hot water included. Discount
for lawn work and snow
removal. February 1 occupancy. Call Ann Marie
Dina at 289-9401.

Students interested in any of the.
above scholarships should contact
Kathy Mills in Financial Aid, ext.
467. Please note a change in our
o u t s i d e a w a r d policy for
upperclassmen.

Student Recital
On Tuesday, December 14 at
7:30 p.m. in Garmany Hall, the
Department of Music will present
an Informal Student Recital. This
event includes'Soio and chamber
numbers composed by Monteverdi, Handel, Gershwin, and
Schubert. The student performers
are Laura Austin, Greg Davis,
Gretchen Kimmick, Maria
Lavieri, Suzanne Martini, Joe
Scorese, and Trisha Zengerle. An
informal reception will follow the
recital. Won't you take a break
from your studies and join us?
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The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, excepl vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions arc included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.
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BOJ Delicious Pizza[and
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Call when you
leave - it will be
ready upon your
arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room
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FINALS
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

ROAST BEEF &'TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
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Phone
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South Campus
Richard Staron, prop.

247-0234
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Discuss Chinese Literature and Drama
by Julie Masters
'On December 5 members of the
Trinity community and members
of the Hartford community were
treated to a lecture by Liu Binyan
entitled "Chinese Literature Today." "An unexpected, but rewarding surprise was the appearance
of Chen Bai Chen, a Chinese
playwright. .
Chen Bai Chen is currently
touring the United States as an international fellow of Iowa University. Chen began his presentation
with a short history of Chinese
drama. Eventually, two schools of
drama emerged, centered in the
Norther and Southern regions of
the country. The Southern tradition flourished during the MingDynasty and exerts a very real influence on Chinese drama today.
Chen then focused on the influence of the West on Chinese
drama. The first Western drama
performed in China was "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" in 1908. Another
indicator of American influence
was the popularity of the Eugene
O'Neil. Today, Arthur Miller's
plays are popular in China. Last
year, "The Crucible" was performed in Shanghai. Next year,
they are planning to perform
"Death of a Salesman." But
Chen bemoans the fact that
neither Americans nor Europeans
take Chinese drama seriously.
Chinese drama suffered a brief
intermission during the reign of

the Gang of Four. Only eight
plays were performed during that
time-all were written by the same
playwright and considered the
'model eight.' After the fall of the
Gang, of Four, the number of
plays increased "like a spring
rain." At last, playwrights could
perform plays concerning the injustices of society. Although, the
process of freedom is not complete yet, it is progressing. Chen
remarked wryly that he could not
produce a play portraying the corruption in the government until he
paid an official a couple bars of
gold under the table. •
Liu Binyan's lecture concentrated on the atmosphere in China
and the relationship between
writers and the people.
Liu feels that many of the problems of China are rooted in the
failure of the Chinese to understand their country and society.
During the period of 1957-1979
intellectuals were persecuted and
oppressed because the Chinese
leaders wrongly believed that they
didn't need the voices of the intellectuals to tell them about
China.
During that time, Liu himself
was unable to write anything. As
soon as the ban was lifted, Liu
wrote Jen Yal Zhi Jian (A Human
Monster) which firmly established
him' to the first rank of modern
Chinese writers.
Jen Yao Zhi Jian described the

tragedy of Wang Shou-hsin, who
was executed in 1979 for corrupt
practices. Liu painstakingly
described how Wang had
established herself and used this
case to highlight the problems of
bureaucratism and corruption. At
the end of his piece, Liu asked,
"How much have the conditions
which made it possible for a Wang
Shou-hsin to exist and prosper
changed?" Clearly the fall of the
Gang of Four has not alleviated
all of China's problems. Liu considers this case a tragedy because,
in a sense, Wang was a victim. Liu
asserts • that Wang was a good
woman who was promoted to
oversee coal distribution because
of her qualifications. Unfortunately, he concluded, in order

ii.0,1,"

to get the coal properly
distributed, Wang had to bribe
the distributors with eggs, fish,
chicken or other scarce goods. It
is the problem of scarcity of goods
and the lack of any sort of checks
and balances which resulted in
such tragedy.
The Chinese people have a
special rapport with writers which
is not found in the American people States anymore. The people
expect the writers to represent
their concerns to the government
and speak for them. If a writer
tries to write about neutral subjects in order to protect himself,
the readers will sense this, and.
quickly lose faith in that writer. It
is not uncommon for people to
visit a writer in his home or writer

letters to him in order to express
their opinions.
A good example of this would
be the emergence of a,young poet
in 1980. In that year he wrote
"Raise the Forest of Arms, to
Stop." In it, he presented some of
the practices of the officials of his
country. There was an immediate
and immense response from the
people in his country. When the
poet came home after publishing
his poem, it took him two hours
to reach his home from the train
station. The route, which normally took 15 minUtes to walk, was
crowded with people wishing to
talk with him. Now his house is
constantly filled with presents and
people.

' . '-,'Jt,

Student Projects Focus
On Trinity Issues
by Joy Koscielniak
What is the role of a woman
scholar at a prevalently all-male
institution? What is the quality of
access which women had in allwomen's colleges? Is affirmative
action just a dehumanzing factor
in higher education? These are
just some of the questions which
arose from classroom discussion
of Death in a Tenured Position, a
novel which describes the role of
one woman scholar and her subsequent suicide. This work is a required reading for the course,
History of American Higher
Education, which deals with such
topics as well as with historical
background and comtemporary
issues on college-campuses.
This course deals not only with
historical and contemporary
issues. There is a great emphasis
on the use of primary materials
such as college c a t a l o g s ,
documents, manuscripts, and
statistics and other media. The
students rely on these sources, as
well as published historical
studies, to create their own
historical perspectives.
The instructor, Associate Professor Ronald Goodenow, requires that each student write a
term project that draws information from original or primary
materials so that interpretation of
factual material is necessary. The
project should relate some policy
issue of a contemporary college to
history in some way. This project
is also to balance the historical inquiry with the understanding of
current policy issues in higher
education.
Most students in the current
class have chosen to investigate
current issues at Trinity. One student is researching the value of a
liberal arts education today in
terms of finding jobs or of further

studies. One's paper deals with
the lost ideals of education and
the change of the role of the
Church in college life as a result of
high technology. Others projects
range in topic from the absence or
presence of student trustees at different institutions to- the history of
college humor. One student from
last year's graduating class revealed her findings on male attitudes
at Trinity to the college community, which was the topic of her
term project .in this course.
In carrying out this project Professor Goodenow believes that
"students should be able to better
understand their own problems
and their own educational
experience,
- Goodenow sees, through his
own experience and through his
personal perspective that Trinity
is one institution which has
undergone a great deal of change.
That condition seems to make
Trinity a prime example for inquiry. He has noticed some
"disturbing things about patterns
of race relations and relations between men and women, which in
some way reflect national problems." He is also worried about
the "peculiar climate of antiintellectualism which pervades
this campus." It seems odd that
social concerns outweigh intellectual life here at Trinity, because
there are both good students and
good teachers. Now that it -has
become co-educational and has
enacted an open curriculum,
Trinity "is struggling with its
identity." With the inquiry of the
students of this class into some of
the issues now at Trinity, others
may learn from the papers some
interesting and important information which may aid in
u n d e r s t a n d i n g the college
experience.

of the Capital Area

Tom Robinson, President of the United States, confers with other U.S. officials at Saturday's War Games.
.

photo by Whitney Rogers

War Games Explore Nuclear Conflicts
continued from page 1
each message for reliability, but
discovered that, in negotiations,
communication was a serious problem. Reaction seemed to be
favorable to the exercise,- and the
students who participated in the
event will submit their accounts of
. the war game, and what they feel
they have learned from it.
The purpose of the war game,
according to Brown, was to
"make more vivid to the students
the real-life factors which enter into strategic planning and international decision-making." The
players were to "understand what
the real facts of their countries
are," and their political forces

and structures. They were to do
what they could within these
structures. Of course, they were
expected to act like eighteen year
olds, but the professors were hoping to involve the "emotions,
judgements, beliefs, hopes, and
fears" of the people in the actual
situation.
Eventually, Professors Brown
and Lee would like to hold the annual Trinity spring games, using
students who have proved that
they have the best available
knowledge to simulate the actions
of the various characters. It would
culminate in a weekend of war or
"peace games." However, they

do stress that this Saturday was
"very experimental," Still, they
feel that they are filling "a rather
glaring gap" in military studies
which are offered only in service
academies.
This seminar course, the first at
Trinity devoted solely to nuclear
war, included a wide range of
readings and films. Subjects were:
the history of the development of
nuclear weapons systems, current
strategic reasoning about the use
of nuclear arms, previous crises,
the nuclear capabilities of nations,
and the moral, psychological and
philosophical consequences of coexisting with the bomb.

SGA Makes Statement on Frat Issue
by Floyd Higgins
The SGA, in an attempt to
come out with a firm statement
regarding the fraternity question,
voted, at its meeting of December
7, not to adopt the secondary
Faculty Committee proposal but a
substitute proposal approved by
thelFC.
Debate on the fraternity issue,
which lasted two hours, was
heated and somewhat compounded by disagreements- about
logistics and parlimentary procedure. The meeting opened with
discussion on the Faculty Committee's secondary recommendation. This recommendation essentially calls for openly publicized

and non-discriminatory membership policies on the fraternities'
part and Administration responsibility to see that flexible and
varied activities for all students be
made available.
Discussion on this topic was
quickly.though not unquestion- .
irigly, amended to include discussion of the Faculty Committee's
first recommendation. Ted Hartsoe spoke in behalf of the proposal to.abolish fraternities, condemning discrimination as having
"no place" at, and as being contrary to the principles of a liberalarts institution. Leif Fellinger added his support by urging that the
search for alternatives to the

fraternity system begin now.
Other representatives mentioned that their constituencies were in
fact opposed to the abolition of
fraternities. Mention was also
made of the survey conducted by
the Politics and Oral Cornmunications seminar among t h e
freshman class, in this .survey, a
full 74 percent of those questioned
disagreed or strongly disagreed
with the abolition of fraternities.
Also brought into the dicussion
was the AD letter which appeared
in the December 7: issue of the
Tripod. Steve Norton,- among
others, reiterated the point made
in the letter that the College would;
continued on page 4
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continued from page 3
be putting itself in a highly
hypocritical position if it were to
accept one set of standards for its
fraternities while it maintains
another set for its admissions acceptance process. Chris Sullivan,
Vice-President of the SGA quickly shot back with the remark that
there was still no reason whatsoever to give "legitimacy" to
discriminatory policies.
Another representative brought
the IFC proposal into the discussion. This proposal entails a
substitute motion of six parts. 1)
That all activities be abolished
that violate the goals and objectives of the fraternities and the
College, and that violate state and
local laws. 2) The revival of the •
Brownell Club and other coeducational, open-membership
organizations. 3) Revision of the
pledge-training program. 4) Expansion of the fraternities' role in
community affairs. 5) The creation of new social alternatives. 6)
The creation of a Student-Faculty
Administration which will oversee
the implementation of these
recommendations

-i

The appearance of (he red trailer last week signaled the beginning of Mather construction.
photo by Whitney Rogers

Price of Civilization Examined
characteristics in the modern
by Joy Koscielniak
The third in a-series of six lec- world. For example, there is no
tures funded by the Scholl Foun- inexpensive way to measure the
dation in cooperation with the marginal product, or the amount
Davis Endowment was held last that one worker adds to producWednesday, December 8, in the tion unless the business is small. It
Washington. Room, Professor is usually cheaper to pay by the
Douglass North of the University hour than control workers. When
of Washington expounded on why we engage in contracts, ideology
such a large part of our economy and ethics must also play a large
consists of services and activities
part.
falling between producers and
North also explained how
consumers in a lecture entitled • economists assumed incorrectly
'"The Price of Civilization."
that all individuals bought things
The first half of the speech was . that gave them the greatest utility
devoted mainly to definition of in order to maximize their inee.onornic terms.pf which the most p come. However; this is shown to
important was' the Transaction- be too great a generalization.
sector, which consists of those They also assume that all goods
businesses such, as lawyers who bought are uni-dimensional in
specify and enforce contracts. The their use, and their characteristics
main implication in the lecture are discernable at $0 cost. This, is
was that the price of civilization untrue because most products are
has risen greatly because of this multi-dimensional and their
transaction sector. The greater .characteristics are difficult to .
percentage of GNP that is taken discern so they must be sold at
up by these services, the lesser some amount per dollar.
amount of GNP will be devoted to
The "perfect society would be
production.
one in which there were a set of
History has shown this transac- rules for the game by which
tion sector growing as contracts everybody lives.
_
become more important in the
There is one flaw to this ideal
modern world. The reason that however. If you deviate from the
contracts are necessary is that in rules you will usually gain more
order to capture gains from trade than- the others. This may not
there are rules and ways or seem ethical, but it would happen
"constraints" which both the more often if there were no conemployer and employee must tracts or binding rules and the
specify so there is a way to detect means to enforce them. As society
deviations from the: agreements grows more complex and
made and also enforcement pro- specialized, which is necessary to
cedures when there is a deviation. capture the enormous productiviThe cost of specifying these- ' ty, transaction costs will rise
rules is high but necessary because naturally because of the need for
it is more costly to measure many contracts.

North explained the two
historical economic changes in
civilization which he feels
necessarily, caused the transition
sector to grow. The first was the
development of agriculture.
Because it was important that it
was known who was to work, a
political system which dealt with
property rights and defense of
land was developed. The second
change includes the "wedding, of
science and technology," as output increased real costs of expansion will not rise as much because
increasing technology becomes
more efficient and less: costly.:
Because of technology we can
now produce more with fewer
human resources so that more
resources can be devoted to the
Transaction sector less painfully.
The consequences of an
economic organization which
relies on a growing Transactions
sector are an increase in the
amount of white collar workers,
such as lawyers, in a modern firm
and a decrease in the amount of
blue collar workers. Thus more
money is devoted to,"policing"
activities and the cost per unit exchanged is rising. The anomaly of
this situation is that the gains
from technology cannot be captured unless there is impersonal
exchangb so that conflict and
disbelief is created in' the political
structure of a country. However,
North pointed out, this conflict is
not a phenomenon of capitalism'
only. The causes are ubiquitous to
all societies with modern highly
specialized economies.

Meteorite Landings Unique
continued from page 1 '
from which they approach and on
the gravitional pull of the earth. ;
After examining the Nov. 8
meteorite for gamma radiation,
a u t h o r i e s s h i p p e d it t o
Washington, D.C. for analysis. A
smaller piece was flown to India
for fusion tracts. Authorities searched neighboring houses for other
traces of meteorite fragments but
were unsuccessful.
Charles Hammond, presently

an a d j u n c t p r o f e s s o r of
1946-1979. He has taught
astronomy at Trinity, was one of astronomy at the University of
the first scientists to be called to
Hartford and at St. Joseph
the scene after the meteorites fell
College.
in Wethersfield. Hammond is a
Hammond's numerous publicasenior member of the Meteoritical
tions on chemistry and astronomy
Society, an international group of • i n c l u d e , r e p o r t s , on t h e
physicists who study meteors and
Wethersfield meteorite which fell
meteorites. Before joining the
in 1971., He has an observatory in
Trinity faculty in 1981, he was
East Hartland, and his extensive
manager of technical publications
mineral collection includes one of
at the Emhart Corporation for
the largest meteorite ansd teltite
more than thirty years, from
collections on the East Coast.

COST OF LIVING
;

When debate on this substitute
motion was officially opened at a
later time, much support was
given to this by various members
of the SGA. Mention was continually made, however, of the
contradiction implicit in maintaining the current membership
policies of the fraternities while
maintaining a non-discriminatory
policy in all other aspects of College life. Anne Collins insisted on
abolishing tradition because of
the prihcilples involved.

Give to the American Cancer Society

Robert Simensky touched off a
flood of dissent when he suggested that perhaps these
discriminatory policies be maintained simply because of their
traditional institutional status at
Trinity College. Phillips O'Brien
quickly pointed out that slavery
was a also a highly favored institution in the South. His
remarks were met by scattered
applause.
An intense debate erupted midmeeting concerning a student's
right to regulate his own life, a
point which was severely curtailed
by the existence of the fraternities,
as was maintained by several'antifrafernity representatives.
When the secondary recommendation' came up . for vote,
President Todd Beati utilized his
right to make or break a tie by tieing the vote, effectively defeating
the resolution. His rationale for
this action was the desireablility
of the SGA making a firmer
statement.
When the substitute motion was
actually in discussion, an amendment was proposed which would
include the secondary recommendation in the substitute motion, a
proposal which did not go without
severe crticism. This amendment
proposal was eventually voted
down, despite abstensions out of
"ridiculousness."
In the end, the substitute motion as passed by the IFC was
passed 17-13. Beati lamented this
weak statement. Mention was also
made that Associate Professor
would presenting this proposal to
the faculty at their December 14
meeting.

United Way
of the Capital Area
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. . . for all of us
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|
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^
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^
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Features
Mr.

Russell Craves The Vocal Response

by Douglas P. Gass

access to the entire building, and
he would pick up press passes for
shows. He claims to have seen
every Broadway show from 1936
to 1940. In 1940 he moved to
Hartford to begin his claims job,
the passion for theatre never leaving him.

Mr. Russell: the dignified
gentleman seen at every lecture,
concert, and play at. Trinity.
Many people know who he is, but
a certain mystery surrounds him. I
talked with him after the Winter
Reps at Austin Arts last friday,
and learned something about Jay
Russell. No', he is not an alumnus,
though his interest in Trinity and
the students leads one to believe
otherwise. His life seems o be
governed by a desire for entertainment, for the "vocal response."
A retired "bureaucrat," as he
calls himself, Russell worked for
thirty years as an Unemployment
Compensation Claims Adjuster
for the State of Connecticut. He
walked eight miles a day to and
from work. Retiring in 1970, he
continued to walk — and explore.
Someoce told him a b o u t
Cinestudio, but what really
caught his eye at Trinity that night
in 1977 was a sign over Austin
Arts announcing "The Prime of
Miss Jean Brodie." Russell saw
that show, and craving the spontaneity of live acting,- has been
hooked ever since. You will never
miss him; he,,will be sitting in the
front row for every show and
lecture.

He had always thought that
Trinity (a two mile walk from his
house) was "closed," that he
"had no business here." But he
feels comfortable on campus now,
students welcoming him when
they see him. He refutes the belief
that the College does too little for
the community: "Wrong, (the
College) does too much; people
don't take advantage of it."
"Hartford," he says, "hasn't
changed as much as people
think." He does, however, sense a
"quicker tempo.'*
National politics: he sees no difference between trie two major
parties. Russell also believes that
economic infeasability and
popular opinion will eventually
stop the arms race because politicians will realize that it is in their
best interest to act against nuclear
proliferation.

His love for entertainment, the
live performance, began at an early age. Living in Brooklyn at age
18, working in the press room of
the New York Daily News, he had

Love for characters, actors, infects Russell's view of the
American Presidency. He points
out that Reagan is an actor.
However, his favorites are
Washington, Lincoln, and
Roosevelt. By the way, he does a
good impression of F.D.R.: "We

Culture Club Brings
Light to Dark Areas
by Eric Truran
The Culture Club met for the
third time at eight o' clock at St.
Anthony Hall last friday. Bill
W u b b e n h o r s t and Marc
McDonald started things off with
a series of saxaphone duets. Bill
and Marc have played together
sporadically over the past few
years, and the duets showed a
remarkable awareness and
comfortability.
Second on the program of
events was improvisational dance,
performed by six members of Professor Dworin's improvisation
class. After a brief interruption by
a group of carolers singing in Russian, four pieces which ranged-

from silent and serious to playful
and verbal evolved.
After the dance, an alumnus of
Trinity, Clay Debovoise, read a
selectionn of poems from his
book of poetry and photographs.
Clay also had a group of
photographs on display.
The evening ended with Patricia
Zengerle's performance of a twentieth century classical piece Written in the baroque style for violin.
The Culture Club has had a
very successful first semester and
looks forward to obtaining a
budget for the Trinity term, to
eliminate the two dollar admission
charge. Hors d'oeuvres, wine ,
and an alternative beverage are
always available.

THE EARLY
BIRD...
PREPARE FOR:

MCAHSATGMAT
Holiday — Intercession
Classes Start 12/27

COMPACT
Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
14 0AKW00D AVENUE
WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06119
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For Information About Other Centers in More t h a n 105 Major US Cities & Abroad
OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800 223-1782
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have nothing to fear but fear
itself." He loved F.D.R.'s
charisma, and expounded on it
for several minutes. "Hoover,"
he exclaims, "was boring, very
depressing."
Of human nature, Russell
thinks it more constant than
television and newspapers would
like us to believe. Russell defines
human nature, quoting
Thackeray: "All is vanity." This
quotation perhaps explains
Russell's desire for entertainment,

p r o f i l e

i n t h e

d a r k .

watching life's actors on the stage
of daily existence.
Intellectual curiousity is
a n o t h e r of
Russell's
characteristics: he attended
Elderhostel at Trinity during the
summer, a college program
designed for retired persons with a
desire to learn. From such professors as Dando, Painter,
Shoemaker, and Kirkpatrick,
Russell obtained "capsules of
knowledge." Russell's mind is
busy regardless of season.
Jay Russell has a certain sereni-

plmt0 by whilney Rosers

ty of mind, a patience, faith.
"The world," he says, "was and
always will be." He believes people's vision is bound too much by
time, forgetting that a human life
is nothing in eternity. Seeing
students on and off the stage ensures for Russell that life goes on.
Although I talked to Jay
Russell for nearly an hour, many
things remain behind his smiling
eyes. So the next time you go to a
lecture or play, greet him. He will
remember your name and
broaden your view of life.

Beyond the Long Walk

Looking Inward: Demonstrate
An Inate Strength on Campus
by Peter A. Stinson
with photography
by Henry P. Andrews
Yes, you noticed. This column
is no longer in the Hartford pages.
I've been moved. This weeks'
"Beyond the Long Walk" goes
beyond in a different direction —
looking inward.
These last few weeks the entire
campus has been-buzzing with the
talk of fraternities. I can't even sit
down to a quiet lunch in the Cave
without the topic coming up.
Most of the talk is emotionally
charged, either in defense or in

opposition. But the end result is student center that provides the
negative. Students are at each spaces needed to promote student
others throats (not really, but it ingenuity and activity, Monday's
sounds good). Yesterday was a , student ground breaking may
demonstration of something have looked like a lark to some
positive. We the Students got •and very silly to others, but it did
together and broke ground on show that we the Students are inOur renovation to the Student terested in what happens in our
Center. It was a show of strength, lives and goes on around us. We
and a message to the Administra- must be willing to make the
tion and the Trustees that we want commitment.
something positive in our lives
We should remember that this
and not a lot of negative. There is our campus, but we must live in*
need's, to be change on this campus harmony with those outside the
and it should be done in a positive campus. We are not so removed
manner; such as providing a real from the "outside" world as some
might think. I met Baby, the
featured hooker, several weeks
ago on my way to a party on Vernon Street. The city is aware of no
boundaries. Recently the Tripod
received, a phone call from a
young man who said he was going
to kill, himself, .as he hated the life
that he was leading. He was no
student but a young resident of
the North End of town. Why he
called the Tripod I will never
"I'm not my old lovable
know, but he did. Trinity is not
self when I'm around
unknown and we of the Trinity
cigarettes. I get real
community can not hide put
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once
forever in the bowels of the
and for all. And who
library or the catwalks of Austin
knows? You might even
Arts.,
..;
put a smile on my face"
Next semester, this column
(minus the preaching), will come
American Cancer Society
direct to Trinity from Norwich,
England: I hope you enjoy it.
Oh, there is no Henry P.
Andrews.
' ,. .
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EDITORIAL

Faculty Grged To
'Shelve' Frat Issue
It's a big issue, ft may be the biggest issue since the
inception of the new curriculum and co-education- over
12 years ago. Nor is it an unimportant issue. Fraternities have been a part of Trinity College for over a hundred years. Many students find their social lives including many fraternity and sorority activities. And no
one can deny the importance of many other considerations,- both logistic and economic--what to do'with.
houses, national Chapter support, etc.
The past weeks since the Faculty report was released has seen a great deal of debate on this topic. Both
the IFC and SGA have made official .statements concerning their organizations' views on the issue, and a
good many people have expressed themselves in their
letters to the Editor, numbers of which could not be
published, simply for lack of space. This reaction in the
Trinity community is expected and healthy. More
disturbing indeed would be a atmosphere of complacency.
Quite naturally, though unfortunately, the character
of many of these views, expressed not only in the
Tripod but also in seminars, in the dorms, over the
lunch table in Mather, have taken a decidely emotional
turn. It begins with those students who would find
themselves absolutely lost without fraternities. Small .
and large groups then begin to pick their own grudges
and perspective is ultimately lost.
We ail might as well face up to the fact that the
fraternity question is one that is not likely to be
answered without emotional considerations,
regardless of one's inclinations or perspectives. Emotional response is not necessarily a bad thing.
However, the inherent difficulty is that emotions can
cloud an issue. Emotions can compound logical
thought processes. And because the fraternity issue is
so big and so important, we must try to set our emotions aside and deal with the issue in an intellectual
manner as well as from an appropriate perspective,
Students especially must avoid the temptation to view
the question only in how it relates to themselves, for "
the simple reason that, by the time the fraternities
might be phased out, the majority of us will not be
here!
.
Specifically, however, the Tripod addresses itself to
the faculty. On the date of this issue, the faculty will be
meeting to discuss, among other things, the fraternity
issue. There are, of course, several different options
which will be placed before the; faculty: the first and second recommendations of the faculty committee as
well as the statement which the IFC approved and
which Associate Professor McKee is planning to introduce. Again, in the light of the importance of this
issue, the Tripod does not see any need for the Faculty
to come to any final decisions at this afternoons's
meeting. The many sides to this issue all deserve the
benefit of the best intellectual and unemotional
arguments that the Trinity community can muster. In a
phrase, the issue needs more time and the community
needs more time.
.
It is therefore recommended that the faculty
"shelve" the fraternity issue until another meeting
when an adequate amount of thoughtfully considered
discussion will have transpired. The newspaper
especially urges faculty letters to the Editor, open for
community perusal and comment. And let us all begin
to consider the fraternity issue with careful deliberation and scholarly intellect.

United V^y
of the Capital Area

Thanks to you it works
. . . for all of us

To the Trinity Community:
AD's letter which appeared in
December 7 issue of the Tripod
does an exceptionally good job in
outlining the reasoning one would
use to support the continued existence of fraternitites and sorortities at Trinity. As an interested
student 1 applaud AD's contribution to continued campus discussion on the subject. I cannot,
however, agree with the reasoning
they have outlined, and I wish to
add these comments to the discussion following their format.
CRITERION
It is suggested that the groups
exclude some because the
numbers of members must be
limited in order to operate at
"peak efficiency." AD suggests
that the criterion for obtaining
this limited membership in fraternities and so'rorities a r e ,
"trustworthiness and a commitment to servicing both the fraternity/sorority and the'Trinity community." Whether the other
fraternities and sororities could
agree to this, or whether each AD
brother could have arrived at
these criterion independently is a
question we might ask, but which
is secondary to the question: Are
these criterion ones which a College community would endorse
and would be willing to use in the
formation of its social life? •

MEASURABILITY-Furthermore, the College uses a
set of criterion which lends some
measurability to the decision process (e.g., test scores and grade
point averages). There is, no
doubt, a subjective area, but
Trinity can pride itself on the
debate which emerges on these
subjective criterion (i.e., athletic
ability, alumni son/daughter relationship, minority make-up of the
class).
In contrast, fraternity/sorority
procedures are entirely subjective
and secret.
B A C K G R O U N D OF
DECISION-MAKER-Finally,
the decision on who gets into
Trinity is left with people who are
professionals; they have expertise
in this area.
The fraternity/sorority process
is undertaker! by our peers who
are in no'better position to judge
their criterion'; of trustworthiness
than any other student.
Trinity's process of admission
would only be similar to the
fraternity/sorority process if we
were to allow students to pick next
year's class on the basis on who
they felt were "trustworthy."
That isn't the situation.

FREEDOM
The report on fraternities
By allowing our peers to form
recognized the question AD raises
into social groups and exclude
when it says,
those who they deem as untrusting
we create a situation where people
are excluding those with whom
"(The Committee does) not
they feel uncomfortable. Those
dismiss the accusation that,
who go on to say that we chould
by our action, we would
expand the number of fraternities
withhold freedom of choice
and sororities so that we, in
from those who elect to seek'
essence, can all find groups into
membership in the fraterwhich we can fit, ignore the connities. Our recommendation
cept of education through contact
would, without doubt, deny
with those who may be different
some a freedom they currentand who challenge us toexamine
ly enjoy, and we concede that
who we are.
the suppression of freedoms
AD goes on to say that their
is never unproblematic."
situation is no different than that
(From "The Report to the .
of Trinity's admissions office. I
Faculty of the Committee on
beg to differ, and on three counts:
goals, m e a s u r a b i l i t y , a n d
background of the decisionmaker.

the Fraternity System and its
Alternatives".)
A community, however, has the
ability to suppress freedoms when
they run counter to the goals
which it is striving for. We suppress the freedom of speech when
it is libelous. The freedom to carry
firearms is limited, etc. When our
goal is egalitarianism, (equality),
it seems entirely consistent to suppress the freedom of a group to
c r e a t e i n e q u a l i t y by
discriminating on the basis of sex;
a situation which we tolerate of no
other campus social organization.
By allowing single, sex groups
we foster the notion that there are
some inherent social differences
such that we cannot relate to each
other on a particular level. By saying "men have the fraternities and
women have the sororities" we
perpetuate a "separate but equal"
mentality which should go by the
wayside as it has in our dealing
with racial integration.
On the other hand, this community could also decide that
there are inherent social differences which necessitate fraternities and sororities. If this is what
we believe then let us finally say
just that. Let our statements read,
"Trinity College admits students
regardless of sex or handicaps and
of any race, color, creed and national or ethnic origin to all the
rights, privelages, programs and
activities generally accorded or
made available to students of the
College, except fraternities and
sororities." (From The College
Handbook, emphasis is mine.)
As a community we could
decide that this is the way we feel.
I'm not sure that this is really
what we want to say, however.
I thank the Tripod for the ability to present these views to the
community and I hope that the
discussion on our future direction
can continue.
HenryS. D'Auria'83

The

GOALS--Fraternities and
sororities are social groups
whereas Trinity is an academic
community. Trinity excludes
some to maintain a high level of
academic ability; there is no need
to exclude people from our social
settings.

Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor. All letters must be
signed by the author, whose
name will be withheld upon
request. Letters which are in
poor taste or libelous will not
be printed. The Tripod also
welcomes guest commentary.
All letters must be typed,
double-spaced and no longer
than two pages, or else be
subject to editing. The
deadline is 6:00 p.m. Friday.
Please deliver all letters and
commentary via campus mail
(Box 1310) or to the Tripod
office in the basement of
J a c k s o n
H a l l .
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Letters
Musical Revue Deemed Sexually Offensive
Dear Responsible Citizens,
Gerald Moshell, and the Trustees
of Trinity College:
While 1 do not intend to write a
review of the "Musical-Theatre
Revue" held on the weekend of
December 2-5,1 do intend to write
my particular analysis of several
Broadway numbers whose
character and subject matter
seemed inappropriate for an
"institution of higher learning".
Specifically, I am talking about
the; sexist and sexually abusive
nature of seven of the numbers in
the Broadway Show section.
While specific examples will
follow, I would like to point out
that sexual abuse of women is a
widespread phenomenon in our
society and that it is surely not
something which t,he College
wishes to emulate or propagate.
While I am holding the writers of
these shows responsible, I am here
putting blame on those who
would choose to produce such
shows.

nuine.plea for equity and equality
until the entire piece is satirized by
a final grab to the rear ends of the
all female secretarial staff.
Behavior which treats women only as objects to be admired for
physical features and not for mental or trade-specific skills is also
evident in the song entitled
"Lovely". In this song, the soloist
stresses that she was not taught to
read or .write, yet, she could be
"lovely". Being lovely is certainly
nice, however, having this as
one's only attribute seems to
deride all females of any other
further value on earth. In "Bring
Me My Bride", one of the most
offensive lines in the production
was uttered (with undue pride).
The great Miles Gloriosis claims
he has "women to abuse"!!!
Some of the other points that I

have elucidated may seem of questionable value to those who have
not yet examined sexual abuse in
our society with an open eye. Yet,
such lines as this would have to
have been outrightly ignored not
to be offensive. "Tradition" continues with stereotypical role
models with fathers having the
last word, mothers cleaning,
brothers learning religion and a
trade, and sisters learning how to
sew. This piece treats men as the
only ones capable of education
and women as those who always
have to do the dirty work. In
"Wilkommen", we are proudly
told that all the female dancers are
virgins as if this characteristic
were desirable only in females.
The blatant sexual nature of their
dance seems again, to indicate that
women are only good for looking

at (or other things that might have
something to do with their intact
virginity).
The point of laboring over each
piece is to enlighten those of us
who are not aware of the constant
and not-so-obvious nature of sexual harassment and abuse directed
at women. 1 do not believe that
Trinity College wishes to portray,
either to its students, faculty, administrators, or, especially,
visitors and guests, that sexually
abusive behaviour must exist. Or
that the College, via the Music
Department, need propagate and
praise such behaviour. While I
understand that these pieces are
not abusive in the context of the
musical, I believe that the pieces
which are singled out and performed should be carefully

screened for any unnecessary sexually abusive ideas or bevaviour.
If Gerald Moshell is incapable of
picking less offensive pieces, then
perhaps he should either change
the Broadway format or be
reviewed by a Faculty Committee
for propagation of sexual abuse
on campus. While I understand
that the pieces are meant in good
fun, 1 feel the need to point out
that good fun can be had in ways
which do not demean women (or
men) or emulate behaviour which
does so. While I rather enjoyed
the show overall, I felt the use of
such sexually abusive numbers unnecessary and indeed, improper
for an environment which strives
for education and a broadening of
the mind.
Michael Jacobson
Box 1183

In "The Telephone Hour", the
men and women are cast in
stereotypical roles when the
women happily sing about going
steady while the men seem to
dread the fact that they are
"hooked" and have commitment
to the women. It seems a sorry
comment on our youth if such
outdated behaviour holds true today. In "A Lot of Livin' to Do,"
Gerald Moshell writes (in the program notes), "Rock ,singing-idol
Conrad Birdie gives...the kids a
lesson in hedonism." While I am
far from decrying hedonistic
behavior in general, I am concerned when such behavior takes on
the abusive nature of "kissin'
chicks'' as if women existed only
to be kissed and not to be ap-.
predated as full human beings.
The piece entitled "A Secretary Is
Not A Toy" seems to make a ge-

"NO
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MR. NICE
GUY:'
"I'm not my old lovable
self when I'm around
cigarettes. 1 get real
cranky So I want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all And who
knows9 You might even
put a smile on my face"
American Cancer Society
Thts space contributed as a public s
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Aits /En tertainm en t
Jesters' One-Acts, Save One, Turn Up Mediocre
'-T,

by Judith Wolff
1 am sorry to have to say that
with the exception of "Happy Birthday Wanda June," the Jesters
winter reps were mediocre and
dissappointing. While "Happy
Birthday Wanda June" was exciting and engrossing, the other
two one-act plays, "Suppressed
Desires" and "Impromptu,"
were not. Perhaps it was the selection of plays, or perhaps it was a
low energy night for the actors
Saturday; for whatever reasons,
"Supressed Desires" and. "Impromptu" were generally unimpressive and bland.

her facial expressions for the first
half of the play bordered on deadpan. Dann did compensate for
this defect, however, in the latter
half of the play and became more
animated, but the most consistent
source of energy in "Supressed
Desires" emanated from Sloan's
Henrietta.
The staging was quite good; one
was not aware of unnecessary
crossings and all characters could
be seen clearly. Given the rather
sedentary action, however, one
became acutely aware of how
often Henrietta took off her
glasses and put them back on, and
"Supressed Desires" is about a how many times she pointed at
woman named Henrietta Brewster her husband and sister, for lack of
(Hunter Sloan), her husband other purposeful action. Thel \
Stephen (Matthew George), and -breakfast tray in the first scene
Henrietta's sister Mabel (Lynn was carefully laid out, just waiting '
Dann), all who become embroiled to be used; disappointingly, it was ]
•
in Henrietta's fanatical obsession not.
with Freudian psychology.
"Impromptu," had its high "
Hunter Sloan as the intensely in- points, usually when the play's
tellectual Henrietta was without a strongest personalities, Winifred,
doubt the strongest link of the played by Heather Roberts, and
cast; Sloan's concentration and Ernest, played by Jordan Bain,
energy aside, her adept versatility were interacting. The failure of.
is worthy of note, as last spring " I m p r o m p t u " as cohesive,
she played an equally successful believable piece may lie in its
(but quite different), bitter, and' script, because Tad Mosel seemed
cynical grandmother in "The to have selected four, not
American Dream." Matt George necessarily stereotyped but predicas Stephen, however, who could table characters to write about.
have played the harassed-but-still- "Impromptu" is about four
humorous husband to the hilt, actors-Winifred, Tony (Paul E.
often slipped into an annoying Renaud), Ernest, and Lora (Sara
monotone, substituting volume Reich), who find themselves on a
for modulation. George, whose darkened stage without scripts or
concentration level was at times stage directions, but who cannot
high, too often rushed his lines leave until the play is through.
and glossed over crucial moments. After twenty minutes of flounderLynn Dann's portrayal of the ing around, during which time
guileless Mabel was also spotty; if each character reveals something
you closed your eyes, her'lines personal about himself to the auseemed spontaneous enough, but dience (Tony's parents never

Tun Mai tin *iH p r e ^ u i fnm
d.mce pi,.vj\ in a progiam entitled

Piincm. Old and
\en.
lhL\ informal conceit will bCKin
'or.ighi, riK-Ml;i\, IXrciH^er 14 at
'•OH and List about a lull an lmur.
Two daiitY1- IIOIII Mjrtin'i. Junior
conceit will he shown fj'iovnnitte*
dnJ Shapes) as well as two woiks
in piofics {.Razaedy V/«« and / P

lardin Suspeni.'u). DaiKinp
iuwci viill he Nancy \d
Sheila L)H\iii»on. Davi. Guild anJ
Kiisien kimljall.
There is no adrtii-Mtm chaijie.
On Tuesday, Dt-comhei 14 al
"•.50 in dainiany Hall, the
Department ol Vhi.-ie will picscih
an inl'oun.il Student Rc'iial. Tlu.s
event includes - d o and chambci

Sara Reich Paul Renaud Heather
wanted him, Ernest is an
egomaniac, Lora is tired of playing the sweet young thing, and
Winifred is tired of playing the
female lead's best friend), the actors try to create their own play,
impromptu.
Using the theatre and the actor
as metaphors for the world and
living is a cute but tired idea, and
throwing four intelligent but stanr
dard characters into the works
does not save it. The cast played
their respective roles unevenly;
Jordan Bain was perfectly suited
to play the part of the arrogant,
haughty Ernest, and Heather
Roberts as the bitchy and supressed Winifred brought presence and
command to the play. Paul
Renaud, however; as the wistful
(the only time he ever remembers

Roberts and Jordain Bain in "Impromptu
being happy was when he watched right touch of acidity. His superpeople fill in the gap between his cilious haughtiness was just
parents and himself on a crowded alienating enough to make the aucity street) and naive Tony, was dience sympathize that much
sometimes convincing but other more with Harold Ryan and his
times biank-voiced, expres- unfortunate misplacement in
sionless, and uninspiring. Sara society. Herb Shuttle, the imReich, as the stupidly sensitive pulsive, nerdy vacuum cleaner
"pretty face," played her role salesman played by Andrew
Campbell, provided comic relief
with an irritating emptiness.
Ken Festa's abridged version of and a necessary element of human
Vonnegut's "Happy Birthday frailty through his pitiable
Wanda June" was a relief and a i n s e c u r i t y . _ _
Francie Norris played Wanda
delight to watch. Kurt Kusiak as
the alienated and hostile hero June, the thumb stucking eightHarold Ryna, who returns home year old who appears innocently
after an eight year absence to find on stage to inform the audience
his wife engaged and his family that it is alright to kiU. "Wanda
estranged,.was superb. Kusiak is a June wouldn't be in heaven if it
natural; with his casual cruelty weren't for the drunk truck driver
and nonchalant sarcasm he fills who hit her on her birthday; she's
the stage with a highly electric glad he was drunk and if anyone
presence. Soraya: Zarghami as feels like killing someone, they
Ryan's bewildered wife played a should go right ahead and do it;
difficult role with ease; Penelope This eerily-funny, blacklyRyan t is at times a satirical humorous message was delivered
character and at other times a with naive delight and received
"real" woman with conflicts and with nervous laughter. Francie
frustrations. Zarghami played Norris as Wanda June was charmboth sides of her character con- ing, but creepy at the same time.
vincingly. Craig Curry, playing Of course, Vonnegut meant her to
Ryan's defiant and hurt son Paul, be that way.
Ken Festa is to be congratulated
portrayed the awkwardness and
confusion of youth with moving on a perspecacious and highly sensitive interpretation of "Wanda
honesty.
Paul Yablon, as the paci fistic June," a remarkably fluid stagDr. Norbert Woodly who plans to ing, and an intuitive selection of
marry Penelope and who tells cast. I only wish that every Jesters
Harold Ryan scornfully that he is production coujd be as profesa joke and a clown, presented the sionally executed as was "Happy
doctor smoothly and with the Birthday Wanda June."

composed by Monteverdi. Handel, CiiMshwin and
Schubcii. The student peiiormeiiare Laura AuMin, Gre.c Uaus,
G i c t c h j n k i m m i c k , Maria
l.aviori, Sii/diuK> Martini, Joe
Svorcw and 'liKha Zengene. An
infoirnal reception will follow the
tccitul. Won't KM take <x bioak
fiom youi .studies and join us?
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Lynn Dann and Hunter Sloan in Suppressed Desire.

More Sports
Hockey Rallies
Past Conn. Coll.
In the third, after the two teams
traded goals, Trinity's by Chris
Lorenz, the Bantams put on sustained pressure for three minutes.
With Trinity on the power play,
Dunham called timeout and inserted Barney Corning at the
point. With Corning, moving the
puck up ice, Trin peppered the
Conn goalie. Finally, after the
power play ended, Goodman tipped home Mike McCarthy's shot
to tie it at 5-5.
"There's no doubt that we've
In overtime, following some
shown better forechecking
great stops by Solik, Trinity's Pat
abilities, better overall skill, and
Mullen, a lefty shot, scored from
better puck handling than last
the right side on assists by Goodyear. And, we've developed into a
man and Slaney, at 3:23 to win it.
very close team, there are no in" W e didn't break under
dividualists out. there," said
pressure and we showed we can
Dunham.
win on the road. So'lik deserves a
lot of credit because when you
have a reliable goalie, the team
In addition to exhibiting team
unity, the Bantams displayed two plays with more confidence,"
noted Dunham.
significant assets this past week.
Namely, the abilities to adapt
Trinity then traveled to
their motion system to the par-, Westfield and lost a tough 4-3
ticular situation and come from
desision. Dunham instituted a
behind to win. In the game with
defensive strategy over the first
Conn. College, Trinity, playing a
two periods in an effort to stay
spread out, European- motion
close.
style, was getting outnumbered
around the puck by Conn's Cana"When you're on the road
dian system, which sent two men against a better team, you want to
after the puck. Trailing 4-1 mid- avoid getting behind early," exway through the second period, plained Dunham. Sending in just
Dunham changed his system to one forechecker and keeping two
alleviate some of the pressure and forwards back kept Trin within
gave the home team some of its two goals after 40 minutes, and
own medicine. As a result, Trinity • enabled Trinity to go all out in the
•was able to come back and win the third. Goodman and: Verh Meyer
:
game in overtime.
\
scored f of the visitors to make trie
count 4-2.
Conn, posted a 4-1 lead after
The final twenty minutes was
1 Vi periods of rather lackluster an up-amd-down period with
Bantam play, Chip Farnham scor- Trinity, switching to a more ofing the lone Trin goal. Goalie fensively minded strategy, scoring
Steve Solik kept Trinity, in it, the lone goal. Meyer put on the
making several spectacular saves. red light at 16:58 from Corning
.Then, after altering their and Reed Whitmore. •
system, the Bantams stages a comeback. T.R, Goodman scored off
Trinity also showed some
a two-on-two break at 15:53 of durability on defense, playing the:
the second period, flipping a last three games without Chris
backhand home form in front. Downs, whowas suspended for a
Bill Slaney registered a critical retaliatory slash to the head of a
shorthanded goal at 19:28. After New Hampshire player.
Trinity iced it, the Conn, goalie
After the break, Trinity will
kated out to clear the puck, but play two games at Navy before
fed it right to Slaney, who cut it to returning home for three straight
4-3.
contests.

•t .'

by Marc Esterman
The Bantam varsity hockey
team went on the road last week
and split games with tough Conn.
College and Westfield to even its
seasonal mark at 3-3 going into
the Christmas break. While Trinity had a 3-2 record at the same
point last year, head coach John
Dunham feels that this year's
team is far superior to last year's
version.

i^ci&K

The varsity hockey team has split their first six games. Here the Suffolk goalie can't reach a Bantam shot.

Men's Squash Whips M.I.T.;
Falls Hard Against Harvard
by Tom Price
premiere players. Playing in the
Do unto others as others do unnumber one spot, sophomore
to you.
Mike Georgy took his match to
four games in the best of five
That could have very well been
series. Number, two Bill Doyle, a
the motto of the Trinity men's
retutrning All-American, dragged
squash team last week when they
•his. match to the fifth and final
emharassed MIT after suffering a
game before losing, as did the
thrashing themselves at the hands
of Harvard on Friday. The Ban- number four player, John Conway. J.D. Cregan, in the third
tams rolled over MIT 9-0, right
spot, lost in four games.
after losing to Harvard by the
same score, •:
,
Though not expecting to beat
Sophomore squash player Sanhe Crimson, the Bants did not in
dy Monohagn explained the Banany way think they would lose all
tam strategy going into the
nine matches. Playing with
contest,
unusually strong depth from .top
"We knew they had some really
to bottom, Trinity thought they
tough players up top. We were
would be able to give Harvard a
hoping we couid beat them down
good run for their money,
low in the fifth through nine matespecially in the last five matches
ches. The toughest matches,
where the supposed weaker
players take the court.,
Unfortunately that was not the
case. Contrary to all Trinity expectations, the toughest matches
were all played against Harvard's

however, were played up top, and
Harvard had an esy time down
low. Our top five played well, but
the bottom didn't play as well as
we might have expected."
The loss to Harvard, who
makes a habit of winning squash
national championships, was eased in part by the trouncing Trinity
gave MIT. The Bants won all nine
games, having to go beyond three
games only four times. Knowing
before hand that MIT wasn't a
squash powerhouse, Trinity shuffles its lineup, allowing some of
the players who normally play in
the bottom matches to play near
the front. Doug Burbank, Jerome
Kapelus, and Sandy Monahagn all
played up further On the ladder
than normal.

Thanks to you it works
. . . for all ofus

UnikedVtfey
of the Capital Area

DECEMBER GRADS:
We're Hiring!
We're looking for career oriented individuals who want to
make an exceptional income by marketing disability-income protection, insurance and retirement plans to medical, legal, accounting professionals. Must be sharp, aggressive, disciplined and have good appearance.
CALL OR WRITE:

The hockey team beat Conn. College 6-5 in OT last week before losing 4-3 to Westfield State later in the week.

Don Harrington
Northwestern Mutual
2 Northwestern Drive
Bloomfield, CT 06002
(203)243-9501
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More Sports
Graves Put On
A Great Show
"Oh, say can you see," was the familiar refrain heard before Tuesday
night's basketball game, and maybe the next two words should have been
Butch Graves,.because Trinity saw more than enough of Graves as Yale
beat the Bants.
In 1981, Graves scored two points against Trinity, and the Bants
almost upset Yale, losing 53-45. Tuesday night, Graves scored twentyseven points and added seven rebounds and seven assists. The difference
in the result, Yale won by thirty-nine points.
The change, however, was not only in Graves but in the entire Yale
startegy. "This year we are looking to run," explained Graves, "which is
my game. That makes it easier for me to score and do the things 1 do
best." So far this season Graves is "doing" over twenty-four points a
game.
The hounding (bow wow) Yale press forced Trinity into a faster tempo
than desired and created many opportunities for Graves to operate in the

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
open floor. In the crucial span where Yale broke the game open, Graves
was everywhere.
"You know he's capable of doing that type of thing," noted Trinity
head coach Stan Ogrodnik after the game. "We knew he could destroy
this game single-handidly and I could see him doing that."
Trinity will not see another player of Graves' calabre all year, and
that's a good thing. Actually, Trinity might have never seen Graves in action if he had placed basketball over his education.
"I wasn't going to go to school and put all my hopes into, making it into pro-basketball," said Graves of his sellection process. "That's why 1
decided to go to Yale." That was a bad break for the Bantams.
The new Yale style has not produced instant success. After a 73-70 loss
to Army Friday night, the Elis record stands at 2-3 with the other losses
coming at the hands of UConn and Holy Cross.
As first year Yale head coach Tom Brennan explains, "Our new style
may have hurt us in our losses to Connecticut and Holy Cross because
they have better personel than we do.
"Tonight, we had better personel then Trinity and we felt that we needed to keep the tempo u p "
The up tempo certainly did not agree with the Bantams as Trin shot only 36.4 percent'from the floor and committed 17- turnovers. In addition
Yale outrefeotaaeti Trinity 39-25..; " ;
,'•
:
;
,. ;
The big difference, however, was Graves. As Brennan said "when
Butch gets- the ball in the open floor he's just as good a player as there
is."
Oh say coach, we saw, we saw!

Butch Graves (33) had twenty-seven points for Yale in (heir win over Trinity Tuesday night, nhoio by whimcy Rogers

Wrestlers Getting Better, But
Season Put Off Until January
by Jeffrey Hantielman
The virus which recently struck
three members of the Trinity varsity wrestling team forced the
squad to cancel its second meet of
the season which was scheduled
for last Thursday. The Bantams
were to have wrestled Central
Connecticut on the road. Unfortunately, the wrestlers who are
recovering from the previously

Men's Swimming Left Short Handed
By Injuries, Falls To S.M.CI. 62-21
The men's swim team suffered
their first setback of the winter
season at the hands of a powerful
S.M.U. team, 62-21. Trin was
outmanned and undermanned in
this one, finding their ranks riddled by ear infections, a campus
virus, and term papers.
Swimming without- standouts
Chris McCarthy, Chip Lake,
John Harrington, Dave Mugford,

Bob Anderson and Scott Keilty,
the Bants were unable to muster a
scoring punch.
Rex Dyer churned to a 2:11.3
victory in the 200 backstroke, and
Greg"Actetta notched a win in the
500 FS for the Bantams only
firsts. Tim Raftis registered strong
swims in both the 200 FS and the
100 butterfly only to be touched
out at the finish by exceptional

S.M.U, swims.
Bob Hemmes, Andy Lavallee,
Greg Carter and Ed Kaplan continued to show improved times in
the meet but were no match for
the contingent of outstanding
Massachusetts front liners.
Ready to regroup after the
Christmas break, the men's team
will be gearing up to meet Union
at home on January 19th.

mentioned virus were not yet
ready to make a go of it.
The three, however, are getting
better faster than most people afflicted with shingles do. The
reason for the quick recovery is:
, that each of these wrestlers, seems
to have caught a similar but less
severe virus than the one which
was originally diagnosed as
shingles. One of the wrestlers; for
example, has a virus which is
related to a staph infection; a far
less serious ailment than shingles
in its most severe form. Because
of well-taken precautionary
measures, including the temporary closing of the wrestling .
room, to prevent this virus from
being caught by other team
members, Coach Michael Darr
says that "it's not spreading" and
"is under control".
With this encouraging news in
hand, it appears that Trinity
should be healed in time to open
their delayed season with, a big
meet against highly ranked
Western New England at home on
January 19. As for their canceled
meets to d a t e , they have
rescheduled W.P.I, at home and
Central Connecticut on the road
during the first week of February.
They are currently working on
rescheduling the other two canceled meets: Bridgewater and Norwich University, which were to

have been at home. As Darr says,
"We're still optimistic," in spite
of the delay in getting the season
under way. Perhaps this optimism
is shown in the fact that Trinity
was and is so eager to, reschedule-.
the meets that they were forced to
cancel.
According to Darr, this week
the lighter weight . classes will
begin to work out again. He cites
one benefit of the delayed start of
the Trinity wrestling season: when
the team opens the season in
January, it will have an even
deeper squad than it does
presently.
The coach knows that one of
his co-captains, J. Michael Howe,
who w a s off-campus this
semester, will be returning for the
Trinity term. Howe would not
have wrestled in the forementioned canceled meets anyway, so with
his return, the Bants should be
significantly stronger than they
are now.
Darr anticipates that he "might
get a couple of new guys in the
winter".. This would, of course,
make the Bants that -much
stronger, it appears that the Trinity wrestling team is mentally
ready, and soon will physically
ready to start a season which
should, to say the least, be very
interesting.

Women Hoopsters Upend
Holyoke And Welles fey
continued from page 12

Karen Rodgers flies downcourt against Keene State.

pholo by Claire Capcci

Monnes as overall players of the
game.
Saturday was the final home
game before the Christmas break.
The Bantams took on Wellesley in
a contest that looked as though it
was played on a Saturday. Both
teams looked tired, the whistle
was blown a lot, the shots had too
much of a spin, so they bounced
out of the basket, and the passes
were too hard, so they were not

being caught. Still, the Ba'nts had
highlights. Kathy Soley, (11
points), had a beautiful three
point play at the halftime buzzer
ending the half, Trinity ahead
28-20. In the second, half the
Bants appeared stronger and won
the game, 69-52. Rodgers had 16
points, Andrus had 11, and Mon^nes had 15.
;
The first game back, the squad
takes on Coast Guard, a which the:
Bants have already, beaten this
season.
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Women's Swim Team Defeats S.M.0.67-35
Last M o n d a y night the
Women's Swim Team toyed with
an outmanned but feisty contingent from Holy Cross before
putting them away 69-58. Coach
Chet McPhee showed compassion
for the Crusaders by swimming
most of his power in an exhibition
Jane.
One interesting match-up came
in the 100-yard freestyle when
Trinity's flashy freshman Barbara
Brennan took on Cross' fine national level sprinter Mary Kenny
head-to-head. Brennan proved
too quick and too strong in front
of the home folks, and clocked a
55.8 to win an exciting duel.
Captain Anne Ward was a surprise entry in the 500 FS and cruis-

ed to a decisive win in 5:52.4. Ginny Finn turned up in the 200 IM
and splashed to a 2:29.6 first
place. Finn and Dea Frederick left
the Crusader entrys far behind in
the 100 backstroke., with Finn
winning by a touch in 1:04.5.
Diver Mel Foy electrified the
Trowbridge Pool crowd with a
beautiful exhibition of required
diving, and set a new college
record by scoring 185.90 points.
Other Trinity winners included
Susie Cutler, Nancy Meade,
Karen Hubbard, Frederick and
Lisa Hoffman.
On Saturday a determined
Chick team set out amid the
season's first snow for North

Dartmouth, Mass, and their long
awaited test against powerful
Southeastern Massachusetts
University. AH their worries about
lack of rest during the hectic last
week of school, and a virus that
had targeted and downed team
members dessipated before the
large and excited crowd at the
spacious S.M.U. natatorium.
After a long warm up and a
spirited pep talk by captain Ward,
Trinity set about avenging last
year's pasting with a convincing
67-35 win that featured four more
national qualifying swims, The
opening event, the 400 medley
relay, was an accurate preview of
what was to come. Both teams
broke the national qualifying

time, with Trinity's Finn, Debbie
Cronin, Lulu Cass, and Frederick
winning by a hair in 4:18.41.
Brennan followed this with a stunning 2:00.5 in the 200 freestyle,
and the Chicks were never
headed.
Frederick appeared in the 200
IM for the first time and promptly
set a new college record with a
quick 2:22.09. Finn turned the
surprise of the meet by defeating
the huge and hugely talented
Laurel Dodge in a thrilling 200
backstroke duel. Finn clocked a
2:21.2, a national level performance. Brennan went 55.4 in the
100FS and 5:29.08 in the 500FS to
complete a busy afternoon with

three individual firsts. Cronin
again demonstrated that she is
dominant in New England
breastroke by winning the 200
breast in 2:40.74, her first swim at
that distance.
Foy erected another splendid
diving exhibition, outscoring two
fine S.M.U. divers in both springboard events.
The 200 FS relay team of Ward,
Hubbard, Frederick and Brennan
closed out the meet with a recordshattering first in 1:45.21. It was a
gratifying ' w l n for this fine
women's team who preserved
their undefeated skein against a
talented and
formidable
opponent.

Elis Coast To Win
Over Trinity, 84-55
by Stephen K. Gellman
Yale had just too much Butch
Graves for the Trinity basketball
team Tuesday night, as the Elis
ran away from the Bants in the second half and recorded a 84-55
victory. The loss was the first of
the year for Trinity after four
straight wins.
The Bants trailed by only six
points, at the half and by only
eight, 41-33, with 13 minutes logo
in the game before Yale exploded.
First, Graves assisted on a Steve
Leondis layup. After Trinity
-freshman Bill Pfohl missed, Gerry
Parker hit from the Outside for
Yale. Jim Bates interupted tha
Yale run with a free throw to cut
the margin to eleven, but then
Graves took over.
During the next 5:20, Yale ran
off a 19-3 spurt, eleven of the
points coming from Graves. Included in the spree were a flying
dunk on a fast break, and a
twisting layup thaj: resulted in a
three-point-ptay. With the visitors
leading 64-37, Yale coach Tom
Brennan pulled Graves from the
game. His junior star had accumulated twenty-seven, points,
seven rebounds, and seven assists,
accounting for almost two-thirds
of the Yale offense to that point,
Trinity had stayed relativiely

close to Yale in the first half,
despite 38.5 percent shooting.
Yale moved to a ten point lead
midway through the first half and
still stood ten points ahead after a
Graves dunk with 5:17 remaining.
The Scarsdale High product was
called for grabbing the rim, and
Dave Wynter hit the technical to
cut Yale's lead to 25-16. A minute
later Trinity's freshman sensation
Ken Abere hit on one of two foul
shots, and Wynter scored on a
fast break to make the score
25-19.
James Petela stopped the Bantam momentum momentarily with
a basket, but Tom King hit a short
bank shot and a long set shot over
the Yale zone to make tha count
27-23 with 2:04 left. Leandus
lengthened the lead back to six
with a iayup and with Yale hanging back in a 2-3 zone, Trinity
coach Stan Ogrodnik elected to
hold for one' shot. King missed
that shot from twenty feet and
Trinity went into the locker room
down 29-23.
>At the half Ogrodnik felt that
"if we continued to play the way
we did in the first half, we could
turn it into a five or seven minute
game in the end,"
The decicing five minute game,
however, took place in the middle
of the second half and it belonged

Ron Carroll (10) can't get a rebound against Yale. Ken Abere (IS) and Bill Pfohl (23) look on.
to Graves and Yale.
BANTAM NOTES- Abere remained the team's leading scorer
at 14.6 points per game. Bates is
second with... a 12.8 average....
Pfohl leads the Bants with 34 rebounds while Wynter is the team
leader in assists with 22 .... Trinity
resumes action on December
28-29 in the Liberty Bank Classic
at Eastern Connecticut....

Jieanne' M.onn'es goes up for a shot in the women's basketball team's loss to Keene State. nh«ob> ciaiu-cap™

Women's Basketball
Runs Record To 5-1
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Winter is setting in everywhere
you look at Trinity: It's snowing ,
people are studying for finals, and
the women's basketball team •
keeps pummeling their past three
opponents. At the end of the 1982
portion of the season, their record
stands at a strong 5-1. This week,
the squad went 2-1,
The big game of the week was
at home on Thursday against
Keene State. All week Coach
Karen Erlandson tried to get her
players psyched and at the tip off,"
the players were. Keene State is a
division II school which means the
student body is larger than division III Trinity and also the New
Hampshire school offers a P.E.
major which attracts a different
type of athlete. What does all this
mean? Keene State had a squad of
seventeen, they were very tall and
very strong.
The first half started as a close
exciting contest until a. Keene
State, player was injured. After
this incident, the visiting team
seemed to play a tougher game.
When the teams left the court at
halftime, the score was 37-35: the
Bantams were down. In the second half, the Bants were put at a
disadvantage. Three forwardscenters had fouled out and Debbie
Priestly was out with an injury.
By the end of the game, the Bants

had to play the shorter members.
These players were able to respectably hold Keene State and kept
the visiting team to an eight point
lead. The final score was still in
Keene State's favor, 82-74. Three
Bantams shot in double digits:
Karen Rodgers had 22, Sheila Andrus had 16, and Penny Perkins
had 11. However, five players for
Keene shot double figures, two of
whom shot 20 or over. In a game
footnote, the Bants had many
fouls in getting the rebounds;
however, Trinity finished ahead in
the rebound column 39-34.
Freshman guard, Sis Van
Cleve, recalled that "the team was
up for the game and we did not go
into the game thinking we had all
ready been defeated. We really
wanted the game".
-On Tuesday, the squad traveled
to Massachusetts to play Mt.
Holyoke. According to Erlandson, " t h e game was close for a
while and they had a good press,
but with some adjustments, we
were able to beat the press. The
team is suffering from a lack of
sleep and . committed a lot of
fouls". The Bants did beat Mt.
Holyoke and beat them decisively,
67-43. Erlandson noted Karen
Orczyk, Kathy Soley, and Jeanne
continued on page 11

